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• The products exported from an economy opens a window into the knowledge, skills and 
capabilities of that economy. 

• Embedded in each product is knowledge. More complex products have more embedded 
knowledge from more diverse sources. 

• Complex economies use large networks of knowledge to generate diverse knowledge-
intensive products and services. Simple economies have smaller networks, resulting in less 
diversity in products and services. 
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“Countries become what they produce…while  fundamentals play an important role, they do not  
uniquely pin down what a country will produce and export…not all goods are alike in terms of  
their consequences for economic performance. Everything else being the same,  an economy is 
better off producing goods that richer countries export”

Hausmann, R., Hwang, J., & Rodrik, D. (2007). What you export matters. Journal of economic growth, 12(1), 1-25.

“In countries that relocate a large share of their manufacturing activities outside the country, the 
industrial commons tend to deteriorate, production related services are increasingly relocated, 
and the level of technology development tends to stagnate.”

Roos, G. (2014). The constantly changing manufacturing context. Chapter 1 in Advanced Manufacturing -
Beyond the Production Line. Committee for Economic Development of Australia (CEDA). April, pp. 31-56.



As a rule:

• Production of complex systems is more complex than production of any of the constituent components

• Production of advanced production tools is more complex than the products produced using these tools

• Production of products is normally more complex than the production of the input services needed for 
these products – some exceptions can be found in “advanced services”
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Exports of “Advanced” Industry Goods (like, Pharmaceuticals, Machinery, 

Automotive and Medical Equipment, New Materials, Specialty Chemicals) as 
well as “Advanced” Services (like Intellectual Property, Financial Services 
and Other Business Services (architecture, engineering, design, consultancy 
services etc.) as well as Software, Information & Communication Technologies)

Courtesy of Nixon Apple 
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Relative value created in each step of the respective value chains, compared to logs 
(construction) or pulpwood (the rest). The scores are indicated above the boxes and the 
assumed position of forest industries is indicated in grey. 

Hurmekoski, E., Jonsson, R., Korhonen, J., Jänis, J., Mäkinen, M., Leskinen, P., & Hetemäki, L. (2018). 
Diversification of the forest industries: Role of new wood-based products. Canadian Journal of Forest Research,©Göran Roos 2019





Extracted fromhttp://atlas.media.mit.edu/en/visualize/network/sitc/export/nor/all/show/2015/ ©Göran Roos 2019



Extracted fromhttp://atlas.media.mit.edu/en/visualize/network/sitc/export/nor/all/show/2015/ ©Göran Roos 2019



17% Improvement
equals

Effect of increased factor inputs on output Independent of sector, 
ownership type, profitability, past productivity growth, and size

Source: Green et al. 2011©Göran Roos 2019



The key domains where support is needed are in TRL 4-6 for larger firms 
and TRL 4-7 for smaller firms. 

If the new offerings enabled by the new technologies do not fit the existing 
production system there is also a need for support in the MRL 4- 7 domains. 

The delivery of this support is the role of Intermediate Technology 
Organisation’s (ITO) who are designed to bridge the gap between research 
providers and industry.
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Higher economic complexity requires focus, 
investment and long-term (decades) commitment. It 
needs to become a long-term national priority, 
independent of electoral cycles.

M Mazzucato: The Value of Everything: Making & Taking in the Global Economy
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Improve performance of existing 
successful sectors and accelerate their 
migration into the new digital and low 

resource footprint value creating 
paradigm

Develop sectors linked (adjacent) to 
existing successful sectors – grow selected 
existing sectors that has the potential to 

succeed in the new digital and low 
resource footprint value creating 

paradigm

Create and develop new sectors which 
will combine knowledge from existing 
sectors and thereby lay the foundation 

for disruptive innovations, but that does 
not presently exist – fill structural holes 
that will accelerate the move into the 
new digital and low resource footprint 

value creating paradigm

Retain and effectively redeploy 
capabilities embedded in complex sectors 
that will decline as a consequence of the 
emerging new digital and low resource 

footprint value creating paradigm

Develop sectors linked (adjacent) to 
existing successful sectors – attract and 
establish selected non-existing sectors 
that has the potential to succeed in the 
new digital and low resource footprint 

value creating paradigm
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